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What digital content is available?  



Holdings of European libraries
From: The Cost of Digitising Europe’s Cultural Heritage (2011)



From: Numeric Study Report (2009)
How much has been digitised?



From: Numeric Study Report
How much has been digitised?

average 13%



From: The Cost of Digitising Europe’s Cultural Heritage (2011)



How to determine the collection types?



The Input-Output problem

The problem: 
How to measure digital output in a way that relates to the analogue
materials in a meaningful way?

Input:
Analogue materials we want to digitise 

Output:
The digitised data representing the analogue materials

Two main input-output issues:
- The classification of the analogue and digitised materials
- The units with which the analogue and digitised materials can be 
measured



From: Numeric Study Report



Term (objects) These terms also mean: Suggested unit of 
measurement

Archives

Archives (macro level) Personal archives Quantity

Records (micro level) Quantity

Other heritage collections: museum collections, library collections, historical-architectural collections, scientific collections and archaeological collections 

Audio files (excl. digital audio books) Hours

Databases (containing cultural heritage metadata) Possibly with user-generated content Quantity 

Digital (3D) designs or reconstructions of objects and buildings Quantity 

Digital audio books Titles

Digital maps and ground plans Titles

Digital art objects/installations (incl. Internet art) Works of art

Digital research files Such as files from archaeological 
excavation projects

Files

E-articles Single-file or composite (enhanced 
publications)

Quantity

E-books Titles

E-newspapers Titles and issues

Photos Other born-digital images Files

Games Games

GIS files Titles

Online newsletters Titles (and issues)

Software (customized) Programmes

Video recordings/Films Films, animated films Hours

Websites (and parts of websites) Blogs, tweets, widgets, wikis Number of sites

Other digital documents E-flyers, reports, and such Titles



Recommendations from workshop 27-1-2012
Definitions:
1. Promote a common understanding of what cultural heritage is
2. Define criteria of what information objects can be considered as digital cultural heritage

Context:
3. For heritage wide harmonisation, only generic, high level solutions can be applied. The 
practice across sectors is too diverse to change. 
4. Measuring the actual status of digitisation should be related to understanding the total costs 
of ownership.of ownership.
5. Understanding the developments in information management outside the cultural heritage 
institutions is needed in order to create new selection and acquisition policies for digital 
heritage.

Survey methodology:
6. The starting point for improving the methodology of measuring digital heritage collections 
should be the digital realm, not the physical one. 
7. Measuring digital collections requires a better determination of digital units (which may be 
simple or complex)
8. Determining digital units can best be done with a hierarchical classification that expresses 
dimensions and relationships. 


